T9350 TWICE UNDER (USA, 1990)

Credits: director, Dean Crow; writer, Charles Joseph.
Cast: Jan Borger, Ron Spencer, Amy Lacy, Jack O’Hara.
Summary: Thriller set in contemporary Indianapolis, Ind. Daggat (Spencer), a crazed Vietnam veteran, makes novel use of his wartime experiences as a “tunnel rat” by using the sewer tunnels as his private killing ground. He has vowed to kill unarmed public works personnel until he gets a crack at their supervisor, Ed Chambers (O’Hara), who left Daggat for dead in a Viet Cong ambush 17 years earlier. Chambers is apparently killed by one of Daggat’s bobby traps. His Amerasian teenage son Rick (Borger), then goes in search of Daggat who has managed to kidnap Rick’s girlfriend (Lacy). After being pursued through the sewers for awhile by Daggat, Rick discovers that his father really isn’t dead, but has been hiding in wait for Daggat.
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